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ABSTRACT
We present a system for allocating resources in shared data and
compute clusters that improves MapReduce job scheduling in three
ways. First, the system uses regulated and user-assigned priorities
to offer different service levels to jobs and users over time. Sec-
ond, the system dynamically adjusts resource allocations to fit the
requirements of different job stages. Finally, the system automat-
ically detects and eliminates bottlenecks within a job. We show
experimentally using real applications that users can optimize not
only job execution time but also the cost-benefit ratio or prioritiza-
tion efficiency of a job using these three strategies. Our approach
relies on a proportional share mechanism that continuously allo-
cates virtual machine resources. Our experimental results show a
11−31% improvement in completion time and 4−187% improve-
ment in prioritization efficiency for different classes of MapReduce
jobs. We further show that delay intolerant users gain even more
from our system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed Applications; D.2.8
[Metrics]: Performance measures

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement, Performance

Keywords
MapReduce, Proportional Share, Resource Allocation, Workflow
Optimization, DISC

1. INTRODUCTION
Several recent systems like Sawzall [27], MapReduce [10],

Dryad [16], and Pig [24] have converged on the Data-Intensive
Scalable Computing (DISC) [5] model, characterized by relaxed
consistency, fault tolerance and the ability to scale to thousands of
hosts. Companies like Google, Yahoo!, IBM, and Amazon have
used DISC systems to process vast amounts of web application
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data. One key DISC benefit is that users with minimal distributed-
programming experience can easily leverage thousands of hosts.
This ease-of-programming and the desire to amortize the cost of
large systems has resulted in DISC deployments with hundreds of
users running thousands of applications per day [22].

Resource allocation affects DISC applications in particular be-
cause of their ability to flex (i.e., make tradeoffs between usage
and performance) both through the scaling of the basic map and re-
duce operations and more advanced optimizations like speculative
execution [10]. Also, since a single DISC framework (e.g., MapRe-
duce) supports many different application types, we can develop
resource allocation improvements to the “thin waist” of the DISC
framework and have them apply across a wide variety of applica-
tions without modification. As a result, good resource allocation
can greatly improve the performance of many DISC applications
with little additional development cost.

The problem that we address is how to prioritize resource allo-
cation for DISC applications based on the MapReduce platform,
given their dynamic and complex nature. One solution is to stat-
ically assign priority to different applications. However, this pre-
cludes the optimization opportunity of varying an application’s pri-
ority over its different stages and components. Another solution
is to use heuristics to infer application priorities. This approach
lacks accuracy initially and becomes less accurate over time as
users learn how to game the heuristics. Another approach is to
rely on cooperative users to identify their applications’ dynamic re-
source requirements. Although this “social scheduling” may work
for small, tightly controlled environments, shared MapReduce de-
ployments tend to be large and open. In such an environment, ju-
dicious users, in the absence of regulation, are more interested in
improving their own application’s performance than that of other
users. The flexing ability of DISC applications in particular allows
users to easily improve their own performance at the cost of others.

In this paper, we examine the optimization of MapReduce ap-
plications using dynamic and regulated priority. Using our system,
users can change the priority of an application over time and as-
sign different priority to different components. We regulate users
by limiting the total priority that they can assign. As a result, they
have an incentive to only give their application high priority when
it is doing important work and to prioritize bottleneck components
over less important ones. More specifically, our contributions are
as follows:

(1) System efficiency metric. Some resource allocation systems
improve the performance of one application at the cost of reducing
it for another. To measure this effect, we introduce a total system
efficiency metric that is based on the average ratio of actual applica-
tion performance in a shared system to the application performance
in a dedicated system. It measures the impact of a prioritization



system on overall system performance. Using this metric, we show
that our prioritization system improves overall system efficiency
across a wide variety of MapReduce applications.

(2) MapReduce virtualization. A shared MapReduce infras-
tructure must be able to isolate the performance of different ap-
plications and quickly shift resources between different applica-
tions. We examine the prioritization of MapReduce jobs running
on a Xen-virtualized infrastructure.

(3) Automated application-independent optimization strate-
gies. The advantage of MapReduce implementations like Hadoop
is their ease of use. We incorporate three prioritization strategies
directly into the Hadoop framework: one that prioritizes entire
workflows, one that prioritizes different stages of a single work-
flow, and one that detects and prioritizes bottleneck components
within a workflow stage. These strategies require no changes in ap-
plication code and we show that they improve performance across
a wide variety of Hadoop applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe a usage
scenario in Section 2 and scheduling for MapReduce/Hadoop jobs
in Section 3. We present our performance and efficiency models
in Section 4, optimization strategies in Section 5, and applications
used for the experiments in Section 6. In Section 7, we describe our
experimental methodology and results, and we present a sensitivity
analysis in Section 8. In Section 9, we review related work, and we
conclude in Section 10.

2. USAGE SCENARIO
This section describes the usage scenario for the system de-

scribed in this paper. We refer to people who run applications in
the system as “users”. They could be application developers, but
they could also just run off-the-shelf applications with custom in-
put. For this paper, we assume that users run MapReduce jobs,
although this is not a requirement of the underlying resource al-
location system. We assume that a process external to the system
assigns a budget (priority income) to the users. The budget could
be in the form of real currency or a virtual currency. The assign-
ment process could be fair share (i.e., each of n users gets 1/n of
the available income) or purchased using real currency. Regardless,
changing the income assignment takes place infrequently and ex-
ternally. We further assume that users know their current income
and savings. These assumptions are consistent with and a general-
ization of existing commercial systems such as Amazon’s EC2.

Once a user has a MapReduce job to run, he or she goes through
the following phases:

(1) How much do I want to spend? We assume that the user
has some knowledge about the maximum budget available. The
user then determines an actual budget which is less than the job’s
maximum budget and meets its deadline. The user computes this
by estimating the application’s running time as a function of re-
sources, and queries the allocation system for resource prices. For
example, a user knows that an application requires 1000 processor
cores to complete within an hour and the current price/core/hour is
$.01, so actual_budget = $10 for this deadline. A related issue
is mitigating the risk of changes in resource supply and/or demand
during the job. More sophisticated systems can automate this phase
based on past running times, but this is a separate problem which
we do not address in this paper (see [32] for techniques for miti-
gating risk). The results in this paper do not depend on an accurate
resource requirements estimate; we simply assume that users ex-
pect a deadline accuracy commensurate with the accuracy of their
resource requirements estimate. However, the ability of this sys-
tem to change job priorities on-the-fly allows users to quickly cor-
rect for inaccuracies in computing job requirements. The output

from this phase can be used by the system to infer a user’s attitude
towards risk and delay tolerance (see [31]).

(2) How do I want to spend? In this paper, we present algo-
rithms (described in Section 5) which automatically allocate the
job’s budget both across hosts and over time, based on the MapRe-
duce application’s workflow of jobs. Users pick and configure a
template based on the structure of their application’s workflow as
well as test runs and their preferences. Users apply the workflow
priority template to change the priority of entire workflows. They
apply the stage priority template when different stages of a single
workflow have different resource requirements. Finally, they apply
the bottleneck elimination template when their application’s input
splits vary significantly in execution time. Users annotate their ap-
plication workflows with these templates and specify parameters
such as total budget (for all templates), division of budget across
stages (for workflow priority), and a optional boost factor, indicat-
ing tolerance for variance (for bottleneck elimination). Note that
none of the strategies require any complex user input, such as a
utility function.

(3) Should I spend more or less? As the user’s application
runs, he or she has the option of monitoring its progress through
a MapReduce monitoring interface. The user has the choice of
spending more to ensure that it meets its deadline, spending less
to meet its deadline while saving currency, or simply doing noth-
ing.

In comparison with commercial price-based systems such as
Amazon’s EC2, our system both improves cost/benefit and usabil-
ity by automating phase (2) above. In comparison with non-price-
based resource allocation systems such as PlanetLab[26], this sys-
tem improves overall performance by regulating resource usage and
individual performance by offering controllable service levels for
no additional user effort.

3. MAPREDUCE SCHEDULING
The basic MapReduce [10] architecture comprises one master

and many workers. The input data is split and replicated in 64 MB
blocks across the cluster. When a job executes, the input data is
partitioned among parallel map tasks and assigned to idle worker
nodes by the master based on data locality. Similarly, the master
schedules reduce tasks on idle worker nodes that read the interme-
diate output from the map tasks. Between the map and the reduce
phases, the intermediate map data are shuffled and sorted across the
reduce nodes. This ensures that all data with a given key are redi-
rected to the same reduce node, and all keys are streamed in a sorted
order during the reduce phase. The master detects and reschedules
failed tasks. Typically, a small number of tasks execute substan-
tially slower than average and delay job completion. As a result,
the master speculatively executes replicated tasks and uses the first
completed result.

Apache Hadoop [12] (the most widely used MapReduce imple-
mentation) has a variety of schedulers. The original one schedules
all jobs using a FIFO queue in the master. Another one, Hadoop on
Demand (HOD), creates private MapReduce clusters dynamically
and manages them using the Torque batch scheduler. In the most
recent approach, Hadoop has a scheduling plug-in framework with
schedulers that extend the original FIFO scheduler with fair-share
algorithms.

These approaches vary in how well they maintain data local-
ity, but share the problems of “social scheduling” and lack user-
controlled scheduling. Social scheduling requires a manual or ad-
ministrative process for determining job priorities. The overhead
of fine-grained social scheduling results in priorities being set in-
frequently and at a coarse grain (e.g., once a year per user). This ad-



ministrative cost precludes fine-grained scheduling optimizations,
regardless of the underlying system’s technical capabilities. A re-
lated problem is that users have no opportunity to tailor their re-
source allocation to fit their application’s requirements.

Our approach retains a coarse-grained process for setting in-
comes (Section 2), but provides users the freedom to optimize their
income allocation across jobs of varying importance, during differ-
ent job stages or to respond to delays caused by unexpected load
spikes, critical job failures or slow nodes. We use proportional
share allocations enforced by a virtual machine monitor (VMM)
to host MapReduce clusters and their services. Figure 1 shows
this architecture for the Hadoop services. The namenode-datanode
services implement the distributed file system, and the jobtracker-
tasktracker services implement the MapReduce job execution sys-
tem.

Figure 1: Virtualized Hadoop architecture.

4. MODEL AND METRICS
In our model there are resource users and resource providers.

Users are granted a resource quota, which we call a budget, period-
ically. When users request resource capacity they specify the part
of their budget that they want to spend over a set duration of time,
which in effect becomes their regulated priority. The spending rate
signals to the provider how important the user’s resource consump-
tion is. The fairness principle implemented in all providers is to
allocate resources to users proportionally to their spending rates
and inversely proportional to the sum of all spending rates of other
users. A job is defined as a pair of map and reduce tasks operating
on the same input. A workflow comprises a series of stages, where
each stage is a job that gets input from the preceding stage and pro-
duces output for the succeeding stage. Finally, an application here
is a type of workflow run repeatedly.

4.1 Proportional Share Allocation
A provider allocates resource share qi to user i at time t as fol-

lows:

qi(t) =
bi(t)/di(t)

bi(t)/di(t) + yi(t)
(1)

where bi is the part of the budget that user i is willing to spend
over duration di, bi/di is thus the spending rate of user i, and yi

is the sum of all existing users’ spending rates. We define yi to
be the demand or price of the resource. Whenever a new spend-
ing rate is set by a user all qi values are recomputed and enforced
instantaneously.

The idea behind this model is to let spending rates vary with de-
mand to give users an incentive to be judicial about when and how
much of a resource they request. Furthermore, the model allows

users with more important tasks to preempt other users. Conse-
quently, there is a disincentive for Tragedy of the Commons [13]
behavior, where low priority tasks of malicious and strategic users
can starve out cooperating users. The key to this is the regula-
tion of budgets across users where the maximum consumption of
each user is effectively capped. This proportional share alloca-
tion mechanism has also been shown to be strategy-proof in strictly
competitive markets (at least two users competing for the same re-
source) [43], which in practice means that the mechanism is not
easily gameable.

If a user runs a workflow over a time period T the total resource
share or aggregate performance of the workflow will be:

pi =

Z T

0

qi(t)dt (2)

analogously the total spending rate or cost for the user (profit for
provider) will be

ci =

Z T

0

bi(t)dt (3)

Hence, a user may change the spending rate on a resource over
time, e.g. by changing the duration (di) parameter, to accommo-
date fluctuating capacity requirements without incurring a higher
overall cost as long as increases are matched by equivalent drops
of equivalent length and size in spending rates. Users can decide
whether they need a large share to complete sooner or a smaller
share to complete later. Finishing later may cause deadlines to be
missed, conversely it might be too expensive to finish sooner based
on current demand. The key idea here is that this model allows
users to change their expensive/fast versus cheap/slow performance
trade-off decisions adaptively according to the workflow character-
istics.

To measure the success of prioritization strategies we need to
define some quantifiable metrics, but before doing so we define
some auxiliary models to represent trade offs in cost and benefit
parameters and to account for attitudes towards variance (risk) in
these parameters. We note that these auxiliary models, which are
based on economic utility theory, are used as an evaluation aid,
and we do not expect or require users to parametrize the functions
defined manually.

4.2 Time Decaying Utility
The correlation between the amount a user is willing to spend on

a resource and the performance obtained allows us to compare the
efficiency of different prioritization strategies, as well as to quan-
tify the overall efficiency of a system with competing users apply-
ing different strategies. To capture that different users have differ-
ent sensitivities to delay, we apply a Jensen time decaying utility
function [18] to measure the payoff a user obtains from executing a
workflow. The utility of user i can then be represented as follows:

Ui = (vi − ci)× exp(−rTi/min(T )) (4)

where vi is the importance or valuation of the workflow expressed
in budget units, ci is the cost paid for running the workflow, r is
the decay rate, and Ti is the total run time of the workflow. To
more easily compare the efficiency between different applications
with different minimal job duration we normalize the decay rate
with min(T ). Longer running applications are thus assumed to
have more tolerance to absolute time delay than shorter ones. For
example, if a job that would run for 1 minute without resource con-
tention runs for 3 minutes with competing loads, it degrades the
benefit for the user more than if an hour-long job runs for an hour
and 3 minutes.



4.3 Arrow-Pratt Risk Representation
To represent users’ different risk attitudes in our model we apply

a transformation of the previous utility function as follows:

UR
i (Ui) =

1− exp(−γUi/Uopt)

1− exp(−γ)
(5)

where Uopt is the optimal utility obtainable if there is no resource
contention (copt ≈ 0 and Topt ≈ min(T )), and γ is the Arrow-
Pratt risk-aversion coefficient [1, 29]. This ensures that UR

i (0) =
0, UR

i (Ui)→ 1 when Ui → Uopt, and UR
i (x)→ x when γ → 0.

Hence, γ > 0 for risk averse users, γ = 0 for risk neutral users
and γ < 0 for risk seeking users. For example, risk averse users
(most common in practice in this setting) would spend more than
the average expected price to ensure a high minimal performance,
and risk seeking users would spend less, speculating that the price
is likely to go down.

4.4 Performance Metric
To evaluate the performance improvement of various prioritiza-

tion strategies compared to the default strategy of not changing the
spending rate over the duration of a job, which we call fair-share,
we define the completion time improvement metric as follows:

CI =

Pn
i=1

“
T f

i − T s
i

”
Pn

i=1 T f
i

(6)

where T f
i is the completion time with a fair-share strategy, and T s

i

is the completion time with a dynamic prioritization strategy for
workflow i, and n is the number of workflows in the experiment.
This metric is designed as a sanity check to determine whether there
is an opportunity to increase the performance with certain prioriti-
zation strategies, but does not reflect the full success of the strategy
since it does not take the cost for the performance increase into
account.

4.5 Prioritization Efficiency Metric
Our ultimate metric is thus the prioritization efficiency of a strat-

egy taking both performance and cost into account. It is defined
as:

E =
1

n

nX
i=1

Ui

Uopt
(7)

where n again is the number of workflows and Ui and Uopt are as
defined in Equation 4. When comparing different workloads the
efficiency metric shows how much contention, and thereby priori-
tization optimization opportunity, there is in different applications.
Our metric was inspired by the price of anarchy metric in [25], and
it is also similar in spirit to the R-efficiency metric in [38].

5. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES
As alluded to in the previous section, the opportunity to opti-

mize arises from the observation that jobs or workflows may have
fluctuating resource capacity requirements over time. Our general
approach is to closely monitor the workflow and to adjust the ca-
pacity to obtain the optimal utility or value for delivered service
depending on the workflow progress and the state of the system. In
this section we describe some optimization strategies (automated
prioritization agents) that we have implemented.

5.1 Workflow Priority
The simplest strategy is to increase spending on all workflows

that are more important and drop spending on less important work-

flows. Importance may be implied by proximity to deadline, cur-
rent demand of anticipated output or whether the application is in a
test or production phase. The key point is that the system does not
know the importance, since there is nothing inherent in the work-
flow structure that differentiates the instances. Thus the users must
signal the importance using a prioritization strategy that we call
Workflow Priority. For a series, S, of n workflows a user may
specify their relative importance, and our system will then split the
overall budget, bS , accordingly and spend

WPi∈S(w) = bS
wiPn

j=1 wj
(8)

for workflow i given workflow weights w = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}.
5.2 Stage Priority

The Stage Priority optimization strategy is similar to the work-
flow priority strategy in that the system splits a budget according to
user-defined weights. Here the budget is split within the workflow
across the different stages. So, if one stage receives an increased
share of the budget, then the other stages obtain a corresponding
decrease in share to spend the same budget for the workflow as a
whole. The motivation for this is that there is some inherent struc-
ture in a MapReduce workflow, where different stages may exhibit
different levels of resource intensity, e.g. some stages may be more
CPU bound than others. By leveraging this structure and spending
more on phases where resources are more critical, the overall util-
ity of the workflow may be increased. For a workflow, a user may
specify the relative resource intensity (importance) of the n stages
of MapReduce pairs, ℘, and our system will then split the overall
budget, b℘, accordingly and spend

SPi∈℘(w) = b℘
wiPn

j=1 wj
(9)

for stage i given stage weights w.

5.3 Bottleneck Elimination
The Bottleneck Elimination strategy drills further down individ-

ual MapReduce jobs to optimize spending. The observation under-
lying this strategy is that there may be idle as well as bottleneck
resources during some critical synchronization phases of a MapRe-
duce job. For example, when map tasks are about to complete,
reducers may wait for slow mappers before they can start process-
ing their input, or towards the end of a job some tasks may be much
slower than others and thereby drag down the performance of the
entire job. Furthermore, MapReduce job input partitioning is based
on the prediction that all partitions will be processed equally fast,
which in practice is often imperfect even in the absence of failures
and competing load variation, in particular for more CPU-bound
applications. Figure 2 depicts a typical MapReduce bottleneck sce-
nario.

Figure 2: MapReduce bottleneck example.



Our solution is to redistribute the funds from passive idle nodes
to active bottleneck nodes, to boost the overall progress of the job.
This strategy periodically distributes the budget according to Algo-
rithm 5.1. The budget, b, and deadline, d, are defined as in Equa-
tion 1. The boost factor, f , is defined to lie in the interval [0, 1).

Algorithm 5.1: BOTTLENECKELIMINATION(nodes)

idle← GETIDLENODES(nodes)
active← nodes �∈ idle
ni ← SIZE(idle)
na ← SIZE(active)

for each node ∈ active

j
node.spending ←
b/d ∗ (1 + (ni/na) ∗ f)

for each node ∈ idle

j
node.spending ←
b/d ∗ (1− f)

This algorithm ensures that the average spending rate across all
nodes is the same or less than when a constant rate is used for all
nodes throughout the job run. This fact can be deduced from the
following equation of expected spending, E[s], and average spend-
ing, s̄:

E[s] =
na

na + ni
(b/d(1 + (ni/na)f)+

ni

na + ni
(b/d(1− f)) =

b

(na + ni)d
(na + nif + ni − nif) =

b

d
= s̄

(10)

If all the nodes are idle the average spending rate is lower than a
constant spending rate otherwise the same. The complexity of the
algorithm is O(n). The boost factor, f , can be set by individual
users based on the ability to handle variance in performance. How-
ever, since the variance also depends on competing users’ variance,
in practice it makes sense for the system to put restrictions on the
aggregate level of boosting allowed (see Section 7.4).

5.4 Other Strategies
We have also implemented additional strategies, which are out-

side the scope of this paper since they do not target MapReduce
jobs specifically. However, they could be used in conjunction with
our MapReduce strategies to further optimize the cost-benefit ratio
of users, and to improve the overall system efficiency. The Best Re-
sponse strategy [11] continuously collects the current price (aggre-
gate spending rates) of the nodes in the system. Based on a user’s
resource preferences, it decides how to distribute a fixed budget
across the nodes to optimize the aggregate utility. This strategy au-
tomatically reacts to competition from other users and fluctuating
system demand. It is computed efficiently using Lagrangian mul-
tipliers as it reduces to a constrained optimization problem [11].
The strategy assumes that node tasks can easily be moved to differ-
ent nodes and that performance fluctuations are handled gracefully.
We have also implemented a slight modification of this strategy for
one-shot scheduling of scientific Grid batch workloads [33], and
found that it greatly simplified users’ funding decisions for parallel
jobs, as well as improved load balancing in the system as a whole.

The Prediction strategy [32] takes the current price level as well
as historical price levels as input to decide which nodes are the
safest to invest in given the risk preferences of a user. In general,
given two of three parameters (performance, guarantee, and spend-
ing), our system can recommend the third. The rationale for this
strategy is that different users may wish to compute at different

service or guarantee levels, and our model effectively allows the
provider to multiplex not only across performance and criticality
parameters but also across the guarantee and risk attitudes of users.
The value to users is that they are explicitly exposed to the current
risk when making their resource investment, and they can probe the
system with what-if queries to determine the optimal spending rate
based on their risk attitude. We implemented this strategy as a com-
bination of a distributed server-side, on-line price statistics collec-
tor (gathering running moments), a client-side probability density
function estimator, and a what-if probing user interface with three
functions; get_performance, get_price, and get_guarantee [31].

6. CASE STUDIES
We studied a number of MapReduce workflow applications to

evaluate our system and prioritization strategies. The workflows all
have different resource requirements and parallelization character-
istics.

6.1 GridMix
GridMix is a suite of Hadoop programs contributed by Yahoo!

as a representative benchmark of their workloads. The input is cus-
tomized to fit the test cluster. For this case study, our test bed com-
prised 40 dual CPU hosts with 64GiB disk and 4GiB memory each,
so we chose an input data size (uncompressed) of 25 GiB. All jobs
use 100 map tasks and 1-18 reduce tasks depending on the job size.
Further, we selected three benchmark programs to run:

(1) monsterQueries (queries), a three-stage piped MapRe-
duce job with fixed length key and value compressed SequenceFile
(Hadoop’s binary input format that allows intermediate compres-
sion). Each run of the program completes 13 MapReduce jobs, that
run for about 454 seconds without contention.

(2) webdataSort (web), a large sort with variable key and value
sizes processing a large compressed dataset using the SequenceFile
format. Each run of the program completes 7 MapReduce jobs that
run for about 386 seconds without contention.

(3) textSort (text), a text sort exercising the MapReduce API us-
ing variable length keys and values, and the uncompressed text file
format. A run of the program launches 6 MapReduce jobs which
typically complete within 527 seconds if there is no contention.

GridMix is 1) a community de-facto standard for benchmark-
ing, 2) representative for a wide range of workloads, and 3) easy
to configure to fit the test bed. On the other hand, it is not a real
application and, consequently, it is hard to understand the optimiza-
tion opportunities intuitively. We therefore used it as a black-box
test to quantify the optimization opportunity. Furthermore, the test
was resource intensive making it hard for all job stages to com-
plete successfully without a high minimal resource share. Finally,
it is predominantly I/O bound, and only makes limited use of the
CPU(s). To address these problems we implemented two additional
MapReduce workflow applications, which are discussed next.

6.2 Digg
The Digg application performs collaborative filtering on traces

from digg.com, where users submit and “dig” web articles. Our
application analyzes the likelihood that a user would dig a story on
topic X if he or she dug a story on topic Y. The application com-
prises a workflow of three stages of MapReduce jobs depicted in
Figure 3. The first stage joins all stories and diggs (users digging a
story) over the topic field, the second phase calculates the empiri-
cal probability distribution across all topics for all users. The final
phase calculates the Pearson correlation coefficients for all topic
pairs. The advantage of this calculation is that it can be based on
partial sums of products that are computed in parallel on partial



data, and it is therefore very easy to scale the computation up and
down. This application is interesting because it is both I/O bound
and CPU bound in different stages of the workflow. As input we
used one year of traces with 60 million diggs and 6 million stories
on 60 topics. On disk it roughly equated to 2.5 GiB of digg data
and .5 GiB of story data. For this benchmark we used 23 physical
nodes with the same configuration as in the GridMix benchmark.

Figure 3: Digg workflow.

6.3 VideoToon
The VideoToon application transforms streams of video using

a non-photorealistic rendering algorithm developed by color sci-
entists at HP Labs. It applies advanced color reduction tech-
niques [21] to drastically reduce the number of colors in an input
video, thus giving it a cartoon-like appearance. The algorithm takes
a buffer of past video frames into account when rendering subse-
quent frames, so it is not equivalent to rendering each single frame
in parallel. It leverages the MPlayer ringbuffer plug-in framework,
so the different sub stream processors need to get an overlap of in-
put data to process all frames in the original video which further
limits how aggressively the application can be parallelized. Pro-
cessing about 1MB of a video stream in one chunk takes roughly
20 minutes without contention. We used this to guide the maximum
number of splits the application can process in parallel.

We used 18 physical nodes with the same configuration as in
the previous benchmarks and a 16 MB video stream. We used a
moderately sized configuration to allow enough repetitions to get
statistical stability in the results and to make the experiments com-
plete within roughly a day (Section 7). The VideoToon workflow
comprises three MapReduce stages, depicted in Figure 4. The first
stage splits the original stream into sub streams (including a 15
frame overlap). The second phase processes all substreams with
the color-reduction algorithm in parallel, and the last stage joins all
substreams together into the original order.

7. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
The proportional share algorithm is implemented on top of the

Xen Virtual Machine Monitor [4]. An allocated resource share
(CPU, memory, disk, bandwidth) is materialized and presented to
the user as a virtual machine. This allows us to reconfigure the re-
source capacity at a very fine granularity with good performance

Figure 4: VideoToon workflow.

isolation, and with a very fast reconfiguration time (within a few
seconds) without affecting running applications or any running in-
frastructure services such as the MapReduce services. The down-
side is of course increased overhead compared to not using virtual-
ization.

The proportional share allocation algorithm runs in a daemon on
every node in a cluster and reports statistics on aggregate spending
rates to a central service locator. Users pay for usage by transferring
portions of their granted budget from their own account into the
provider account, in a bank service that we implemented, prior to
placing resource priority requests. More details about the virtual
machine allocation system that we use can be found in [19]. For the
MapReduce implementation we use the Apache Hadoop system,
which also implements a distributed file system (HDFS).

7.1 Experiment Setup
To create resource competition we let two users run the bench-

mark applications repeatedly and concurrently. Additionally there
is a CPU-intensive background task which runs on each node in
a separate virtual machine to ensure that there is substantial re-
source contention between our two benchmark users. Because we
use dual-CPU nodes in the experiments, the two users would sim-
ply be partitioned on two different CPUs without the background
task. A real deployment is also expected to host more than two
users per physical node, and the background task is thus a realistic
approximation of demand from other users.

The users run their own virtual clusters and change their priori-
ties separately to match the strategy and job preferences of the ex-
periment. All benchmarks were hosted on a research test bed with
80 physical nodes, and the experiments used between 18 and 40 of
these as described in Section 6. All nodes have 3Ghz dual CPUs
and run CentOS 5. Each user repeatedly runs the workflows 25-30
times, so we can calculate the variance accurately. In our graphs
we use error bars to indicate the range within ±1 standard devi-
ation off the mean, assuming white-noise errors, to represent the
stability of the results. All prioritization strategies are compared to
the fair-share baseline strategy that funds all workloads the same
amount throughout the whole experiment. The average value per
workflow, v in Equation 4, is set to $1 for all applications. In all
experiments we track the budget spent for each workflow and the
completion time, which constitute the raw data used for all utility
and efficiency calculations. An example from the VideoToon ex-
periment described below is shown in Figure 5.



Since all applications have different minimal duration times, we
normalized the decay rate in utility according to Equation 4 with r
set to 2 across all applications and experiments. Users are assumed
to be risk neutral so γ is set to approximately 0 in Equation 5. We
will relax both of these constraints in our analysis in Section 8 to
see how different delay sensitivities and risk attitudes would affect
the results.

The general methodology underlying the experiments is to max-
imize the differentiation in spending between users applying the
same or different spending strategies for the same application,
while still allowing concurrent workloads to be hosted. Thereby
we obtain an approximation of the maximum benefit practically
obtainable across different applications and strategy mixes under
various competitive (resource contention) scenarios.

7.2 Workflow Priority: GridMix Results
We use the GridMix application to evaluate the Workflow Pri-

ority strategy. The competing users assign different values (im-
portance) to their workflows over time. High priority workflows
are given weight 1 and low priority workflows are given weight
.5, resulting in twice the spending rate being used by high priority
workflows. The sequence of high versus low priority flows is deter-
ministic for both users and was designed to have minimal overlap
where both users increase and drop spending simultaneously. Be-
cause we wanted to show that the system can quickly and dynami-
cally adapt to the workloads, there is no synchronization points or
barriers introduced in the experiment to avoid overlap, hence the
optimal completion time improvement, as defined in Equation 6, is
limited even under ideal circumstances (perfectly proportional split
across all critical resources at all points in time).

Figure 6(a) shows that all benchmarks get a completion time
improvement of 11 − 12% from doubling the spending rate. In
comparison, the fair-share allocation strategy offers no differentia-
tion. We attribute the relatively low increase in performance to the
limited spending differentiation that was possible (without killing
concurrent workloads) in combination with the applications being
I/O-bound. I/O-bandwidth is not one of the resources currently
governed by the proportional share allocator. The bandwidth re-
sources we control include incoming network bandwidth from NIC
to CPU and outgoing network bandwidth from CPU to NIC. I/O-
bandwidth would follow the same model, but due to limited support
in Xen and the Linux kernel to enforce this resource reliably at the
time of conducting this experiment, it was not implemented 1. We
note that only the GridMix series of applications are affected by
this limitation, because the Digg application allows us to be more
aggressive in spending differentiation and the VideoToon applica-
tion is not I/O-bound.

Figure 6(b) shows that the benchmarks run more efficiently
using the workflow priority strategy as opposed to fair share. The
greatest relative improvements are seen in the web and queries
benchmarks. These benchmarks obtain a 10% improvement in
efficiency when using workflow priority allocation as opposed
to fair-share allocation. For the text benchmark the efficiency
improvement is only about 4%. This lower improvement is most
likely due to the non-local resource contention (e.g. cross-node
bandwidth), which we do not control. However, the consistent
improvement across all benchmarks shows that the workflow
priority strategy allows differentiated performance across a variety
of very generic MapReduce applications.

1A recent kernel extension (http://lwn.net/Articles/
306984/) allows us to implement this feature in future versions
of our system.

7.3 Stage Priority: Digg Results
We use the Digg application to evaluate the Stage Priority strat-

egy. In this experiment, one user applies the Stage Priority strat-
egy whereas the competing user uses the fair-share strategy. We
compare three runs of the experiment. In each run we let the user
increase spending in a different stage of the workflow. The purpose
of this set up is to determine the benefit obtainable when optimiz-
ing workflow performance by carefully choosing in which stage of
the workflow to increase spending. Note that the user who applies
the strategy will spend more in each experiment run, because the
fair-share strategy uses the lowest spending rate in all stages. The
completion time is thus also expected to improve by design using
the strategy, although the efficiency may not. The reason why we
decided not to let both users apply the strategy at the same time
with the same average spending rate like in the other experiments
is that the overlap synchronization would be complex and obscure
the main point of the investigation. The spending differentiation in
this experiment is more substantial than in the GridMix experiment
because the Digg application scales down more graciously without
crashing. Therefore we could increase the spending rates with a
factor of 20. I.e. the different weight vectors in Equation 9 em-
ployed were w = {20, 1, 1}, w = {1, 20, 1} and w = {1, 1, 20},
and the fair-share strategy uses w = {1, 1, 1}. The spending vec-
tors were normalized so that all stages with weight 1 received the
same budget. We also ran experiments that normalized the vectors
to all have the same average spending rate, but our metrics did not
show sufficient differentiation then to draw any clear conclusions.

Figure 7(a) shows that increasing spending in stage 2 resulted in
the best improvement, 31%. From Figure 7(b) it is clear that spend-
ing more on stage 2 is the most efficient strategy for this applica-
tion. It yields 187% gain in efficiency, compared to not increasing
spending in any of the stages.

7.4 Bottleneck Elimination: VideoToon Re-
sults

We use the VideoToon application to evaluate the Bottleneck
Elimination strategy. In this case we run the experiment three
times. In the first run one user applies the Bottleneck Elimination
strategy, in the second run both users apply this strategy and in the
third run both users apply the fair-share strategy. The system lim-
its the aggregate boost factor, f as described in Algorithm 5.1, to
0.9. So the first run of the experiment boosts one user with factor
f = 0.9 and the second user with f = 0. The second run boosts
both users with f = 0.45, and the final run sets f = 0 for both
users. We also add a twist to the background load in this experi-
ment. Half of the nodes are picked at random and more load are
induced on those nodes. This setup differentiated our results more
clearly as our strategy is able to adapt better to a heterogeneous
environment than the fair-share approach.

Figure 8(a) shows that this strategy resulted in a 20% completion
time improvement over fair share, according to the metric defined
in Equation 6. From Figure 8(b) we also see that the efficiency
improvement is 62%. Note that User 1 in the 1S,1FS experiment
run (where one user is strategic and the other uses fair-share spend-
ing) is the strategic user and User 2 is the fair-share user in both of
these graphs. The main result here is that multiple users applying
the bottleneck strategy may co-exist in the system with little im-
pact on each other, whereas the efficiency gains compared to the
fair-share strategy is substantial. We note that the efficiency in the
case where both users applied the strategy is slightly higher than
the efficiency obtained if no user employs the strategy. Further-
more, the efficiency of two strategic users is substantially higher
than the efficiency of the fair-share user competing with a strate-
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Figure 6: Workflow priority GridMix metrics. The x-axis shows the benchmark run in the experiment.

gic user, although the completion times are roughly the same. This
difference motivates our separate treatment of efficiency and com-
pletion time and also hints that some regulation on the aggregate
boost factor, f , is in order (more aggressive aggregate boosting
would decrease the completion time further and eventually lead to
an efficiency loss too). From a game-theoretic perspective our three
experiment runs show that the choice of using our strategy is domi-
nant, in the sense that regardless of whether the other user employs
the strategy or not we are better off applying the strategy ourselves.
This is seen from our data because both the 1S,1FS and 2S runs
yield higher efficiency to the user employing the strategy than the
fair-share users in run 2FS. Another interesting result is that the
fair-share users showed much larger variance both in completion
time and efficiency than the strategic users. Hence, employing our
strategy improves system predictability too.

The effectiveness of the strategy can be intuitively explained by
the strategic users minimizing their impact on the system by re-
ducing priority on idle nodes, so if the other users happen to have
their bottleneck on one of those nodes, then efficiency is impacted
positively.

In summary, some systems regulate users without allowing con-
trol, leading to efficiency loss. Other systems allow control with-

out regulation, leading to unfairness. We have shown here that our
three optimization strategies improve both control and overall sys-
tem efficiency while regulating users.

8. ANALYSIS
The utility function and thereby also the efficiency metric de-

fined in Section 4 have two dimensions of variability that effect the
results; the decay rate, and the risk-aversion coefficient. For the
results presented so far we have assumed risk-neutral users, and
the decay rate was normalized across all applications to r = 2(see
Equation 4), which approximately corresponds to a 0.5% decay
rate per second for a job that runs for 6.5 minutes without con-
tention (e.g. GridMix web benchmark), and a 0.08% decay rate
for a job that runs for 40 minutes (e.g. the VideoToon application).
Here we relax these assumptions and study the sensitivity of the
efficiency results when changing the r and γ parameters in Equa-
tions 4 and 5.

8.1 Decay Rate Sensitivity
The decay rate reflects how important it is for a user to meet

a specific deadline. In Figure 9(a) we can see what effect differ-
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ent decay rates have on the efficiency improvement. The center of
this graph corresponds to the default value (r = 2). The obvious
trend is that the higher decay rate (lower tolerance for delay) the
higher efficiency improvement is obtained from our prioritization
strategies. Because the GridMix benchmark applications showed
an order of magnitude less improvement in efficiency we display
them at a different scale (left y-axis) than the Digg and VideoToon
applications (right y-axis). We can see that the GridMix web and
queries applications show similar improvement in efficiency at the
default delay sensitivity level (r = 2), but our optimization is more
efficient for the queries application for higher decay rates and more
efficient for the web application at lower decay rates. This behavior
showcases that the delay sensitivity of users as well as the structure
of their applications determine how amenable a workflow is to op-
timization.

The interesting question is now what the behavior is when decay
rates approach zero? We can see that most applications maintain
a higher efficiency than the fair-share model (efficiency improve-
ment 0 in the graphs) regardless of the decay rate chosen. How-
ever, the queries and text benchmarks are only more efficient than
the fair-share baseline for decay rates greater than r = .07. We also
note that the Digg and GridMix-queries applications show particu-
larly steep growth in efficiency improvement with increasing decay
rates.

In conclusion even very delay insensitive users may benefit
greatly from optimizing the spending dynamically.

8.2 Risk Sensitivity
The risk attitudes of users reflect how sensitive they are to fluc-

tuations in performance. Figure 9(b) shows how sensitive the effi-
ciency result is to different risk attitudes of users. Previously pre-
sented results assumed risk neutral behavior (risk aversion coeffi-
cient 0). The graph shows that the more risk averse the users are
the less is the efficiency gain of the prioritization strategy and the
less is the difference in efficiency gain among the benchmark ap-
plications. The applications with high decay sensitivity (Digg and
GridMix queries) also show steep decay in efficiency gain with in-
creasing risk aversion (decreasing risk tolerance). A moderately
risk seeking Digg application (γ = −3) can obtain close to 6 times
(600%) gain in utility from using our optimization strategy. To get
an understanding of how risk seeking these users are we also graph
the risk profiles of the extremes, −3 and 3 as risk aversion coeffi-
cients, in Figure 9(c). The gain (U/Uopt) and the utility (UR) are
defined as in Equation 5. In summary, this analysis shows that users
with a high risk aversion coefficient (γ = 3) could still get very
high efficiency gains with our strategies; 65% in the Digg applica-
tion, and 30% in the VideoToon application compared to 187% and
62% respectively for a risk neutral user.
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Figure 9: Time decay, risk aversion sensitivity and risk profile example.

9. RELATED WORK
Related work falls into five broad categories, shared cluster

scheduling, optimizations within the MapReduce framework, opti-
mizations in alternative data intensive programming models, tradi-
tional database query optimization, and dynamic proportional share
allocation.

First-In First-Out (FIFO) scheduling is a popular model because
of its simplicity, but typically requires social scheduling in large
deployments, and could lead to head of queue blocking and gam-
ing behavior as shown in [7]. Shortest Remaining Processing Time
(SRPT) has some nice theoretical properties such as minimizing
sojourn time (here called completion time), but relies on estimating
job sizes accurately, which could be difficult in practice [17, 40].
Preemption and backfilling strategies can improve the completion
time in these systems. However, the efficiency of the system may
deteriorate under competitive settings when resource contention is
high by solely focusing on optimizing system properties such as
utilization or throughput without taking job importance differences
into account. User-centric, utility-based optimization, developed
in [9, 15, 28], addresses this problem and shows that it can lead to
improvements in aggregate user utility (social welfare) compared
to the traditional scheduling techniques. We extend this body of
work by taking advantage of the MapReduce structure of applica-
tions to distribute spending optimally, and thereby both impose a
lower negative impact on the system as a whole and also improve

the individual cost-benefit ratio of workflows. This design reduces
the burden on end-users, compared to systems where users need to
fully specify utility functions as in [2].

Optimization of workflow execution within a MapReduce frame-
work has been addressed within the PIG system [23]. PIG provides
a SQL-like data access language and the optimization techniques
are therefore similar to database query optimization approaches.
Optimization techniques applied include, reordering of commut-
ing filters, automated collocation of mappers and reducers, optimal
selection of alternative join implementations, and reuse of interme-
diate output across users. The LATE system [42] extends the spec-
ulative execution in Apache Hadoop’s MapReduce implementation
to make better estimates of which job executions need to be dupli-
cated. The key innovation of LATE is to take the system impact
of speculative jobs into account and to make better progress pre-
dictions to resubmit more appropriate tasks. In [6] the MapReduce
scheduling model is extended to account for heterogeneity of the
compute nodes in terms of availability and CPU performance, com-
mon in large scale Grid systems. The Mars system [14] implements
MapReduce optimizations on GPU platforms mainly by aggres-
sively taking advantage of the massive threading capacity. A large
number of mappers and reducers can thus be physically collocated
but run in multiple threads. A similar extension is implemented in
the Phoenix system [30] which is targeted at shared memory clus-
ters. There is, however, no way of enforcing or leveraging cross-



user priorities in the context of a MapReduce job, which is the key
to all of our optimization techniques, in any of these systems.

A number of alternatives to the MapReduce model has been pro-
posed to tackle inefficiencies in the model. Dryad [16] allows spec-
ification and parallel execution of complete DAGs. One key opti-
mization is a divide-and-conquer technique where the job can be
split into sub-parts depending on the size of the input (or interme-
diate output) and the available resources. This dynamic flexing of
resources allocated for a job could be compared to our dynamic
virtual machine capacity boosting approach. The advantage of our
approach is that we can decide to boost the capacity at any point
during the execution of a job and not only when the input data is
split. In [20] an extension to MapReduce is proposed based on
the Mortar stream processor to execute MapReduce tasks continu-
ously over a stream of source data. This avoids some of the inef-
ficiencies of having to resubmit MapReduce jobs to accommodate
partially new data. A similar problem is addressed in the Oivos
system [37], which essentially allows multi-pass MapReduce jobs
to pick up from where they left off in the previous run akin to how
the Unix make program processes source code build workflows in a
Makefile. We do not address any of these inefficiencies in our opti-
mizations but see them as complimentary to our work, because they
still make use of the MapReduce primitives for individual jobs. The
more continuous execution model is also a good fit to our propor-
tional share allocation model, whereas traditional batch scheduling
policies would have a hard time scheduling the streams. In [41]
a junction-tree topology instead of the master-worker topology in
MapReduce is proposed to avoid the master becoming a bottleneck
in large computations. We address this problem by increasing the
spending rate on the master nodes. Our bottleneck strategy is more
flexible, in that it can mitigate worker node bottlenecks dynami-
cally on any nodes as soon as they appear.

Our work is also related to traditional database optimization ap-
proaches such as the adaptive query processing used in the Ed-
dies [3] and Flux [35] systems. These systems are in turn based on
the seminal work in [34] on database query optimization. They rely
on tracking statistics, putting costs on equivalent data access paths,
sharing intermediate results across queries and users, and choos-
ing among alternative join orders and commuting filters. They
are all limited by and tied to the use of SQL and are not appli-
cable for more custom parallel processing allowed by MapReduce
and CPU intensive applications such as our VideoToon application.
The Mariposa system [36] is a distributed database where queries
receive a budget to spend for execution, and each site tries to op-
timize income by selling storage objects and processing requests.
However, Mariposa has no notion of proportional share, virtualiza-
tion nor MapReduce stages, which are all central to our optimiza-
tion strategies.

Dynamic and distributed proportional-share resource allocation
has been investigated in the Lottery Scheduling [39], REXEC [8]
and Tycoon [19] systems. Neither of these systems implement any
workflow optimization strategies, but deploying Hadoop on top of
any of these systems would allow us to apply the strategies presen-
ter here.

10. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that our approach of isolating MapReduce clus-

ters in virtual machines with a continuously adjustable performance
based on user-determined spending rates can address many of the
resource allocation inefficiencies in existing systems. We how-
ever recognize that the problem of staging in and accessing large
common data sets becomes more complex in a virtual setting. To
this end we intend to investigate different approaches for overlay-

ing MapReduce and HDFS clusters on virtual machines to make
different trade-offs between performance isolation and data reuse.
Another direction of future work is to integrate our system more
closely with the Hadoop scheduler plug-in to allow some of our
optimization strategies to be used in standard (non-virtualized)
Hadoop installations.
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